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ICE cinema is the ultimate expression of technology and design working 
together in harmony to deliver the most extreme and engaging entertainment 

experiences on the planet. 

From the latest Oscar-winning movie to the most intimate concert recording, 
every moment in your ICE cinema is pure escapism.

ICE cinema, extraordinary entertainment systems, for extraordinary people.

360 SENSORY 
ENVELOPMENT

ONE ROW 
CLOSER

PERFECT 
BASS

ULTRA 
DYNAMICS

TRUE CINEMA AT HOME

THE BEST OR NOTHING
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LATEST MOVIES CONCERTS SPORTS LIVE TV
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EXPERIENCE CONTRACT DRAWINGS SITE VISIT DESIGN BUILD DELIVER SERVICETHE ICE PROCESS

THE ULTIMATE EXPRESSION 
OF RESIDENTIAL CINEMA
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TRUE LUXURY CRAFTMANSHIP IS 
NOT EXPENSIVE, ITS PRICELESS
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GOOD DESIGN IS OBVIOUS
GREAT DESIGN IS TRANSPARENT
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ICE cinema is a complete cinema system for the home delivered 
to you by hand-picked integration, cinema and design experts. 

WHAT IS ICE

ICE CINEMA PRODUCT FEATURES:
Post-production grade multi-format 2-piece projection system.

Immersive sound system integrating world´s finest audio components.
Standards-driven system design and engineering.

Full picture and sound calibration to ensure maximum quality.
Multi-media system including HD 4k television, Blu-ray™, CD, gaming 

Exclusive theater design including acoustics and decoration.
Touch-screen control with dedicated control system

24/7 remote system monitoring 
Optional DCI day-of-release movies for true private cinema at home

Download the full ICE Specifications: www.ice-cinema.com/specs

ICE CINEMA SYSTEMS INCLUDE:
Room design, system engineering, installation, sound isolation, acoustics, wall 
coverings, lighting, flooring, seating and a complete audio, visual and control 

technology package, including content and 24/7 system monitoring.

IMMERSIVE CINEMA EXPERIENCE

SUSPENSION 
OF DISBELIEF
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SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF

Black ICE offers 4 existing designs which can be personalised by choosing:

Colour of walls, flooring & ceiling              Seating              Artwork
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Black ICE Marbella No.22 - Visit by appointment

Personalised seating

Personalised artwork

NO.22 MARBELLA

Personalised floor finishings

Personalised wall finishings

Personalised ceiling

Black ICE offers 4 existing designs which can be personalised by choosing:

Colour of walls, flooring & ceiling              Seating              Artwork
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Black ICE Lisbon No.3 - Visit by appointment

Personalised wall finishings

Personalised floor finishings

NO.3 LISBON

Personalised seating

Black ICE offers 4 existing designs which can be personalised by choosing:

Colour of walls, flooring & ceiling              Seating              Artwork
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Black ICE offers 4 existing designs which can be personalised by choosing:

Colour of walls, flooring & ceiling              Seating              Artwork

NO.32 MARBELLA
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Black ICE offers 4 existing designs which can be personalised by choosing:

Colour of walls, flooring & ceiling              Seating              Artwork

CANNES 17
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THE BEST IS THE ONLY OPTION
UNPARALLELED LUXURY ENTERTAINMENT

Customised to exact client requirements
Luxury in each and every detail

Signature
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DUBAI
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GRAND BLEU
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SHERLOCK
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CASABLANCA
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Every detail of your Platinum ICE cinema is customised to your 
exact requirements.

The Best Is The Only Option - 
Unparalleled Immersive Entertainment. 

CUSTOM FINISHING
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Art is a way to escape without leaving home

ARTWORK

Niio. Art for a digital age. Artworks courtesy of: Jonathan Monaghan (bitforms gallery), Tone Bjordam and Refik Anadol. 

Jonathan Monaghan
Escape Pod

Courtesy of bitforms gallery

Refik Anadol
Winds of Boston
Courtesy of the artist

Tone Bjordam
Critical Transitions
Courtesy of the artist

Jonathan Monaghan
Scroll
Courtesy of bitforms gallery

Jonathan Monaghan
Scroll

Courtesy of bitforms gallery

Refik Anadol
Winds of Boston

Courtesy of the artist
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Jump into your comfort zone

SEATING
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Wood, fabrics, colours, features

WALL FINISHINGS
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Wood, fabrics, colours, features

FLOOR & CEILING
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Change the entire
 mood with lighting

LIGHTING
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HOLLYWOOD AT 
YOUR DOOR

LATEST RELEASE CONTENT 
Day and Date

24/7 ACCESS 
Concierge Services

DCI TECHNOLOGY 
Hollywood Standards

GLOBAL 
International Access

Blockbuster films and unique cinema events in a wide range of markets around 
the globe. Providing exclusive content only available in a professional quality 

format requiring commercial grade cinema equipment.

Day and date DCI quality Hollywood content
for cinemas in the home.

TIME FOR A NEW ERA
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All rooms are optimised for acoustical performance and spatial 
excellence and designed to specifically address the “three R’s of 

acoustics” -  Resonance, Reverberation and Reflection. 

Each component in the system is targeted at one of these three R’s of acoustics, 
resulting in a comprehensive solution integrated in to the room design.

CONSTRUCTION AND 
ACOUSTICS
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Architectural design elements customised to your exact requirements and preferences.

Fabrics, wall coverings and accessories sourced from the finest artisans and craftsmen 
to exactly match the aesthetic requirements.

Accent and service lighting designed to complement and enhance the architecture 
and theme of your ICE.

FORM & FUNCTION
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  Ultimate  Minimum   
VIDEO       
Display 4K Laser Cinemascope 4K Laser Cinemascope
Geometry image H >= 1/3 distance @ prime seating position | image H =< 1/2 distance @prime seating position image H >= 1/3 distance @ prime seating position | image H =< 1/2 distance @prime seating position
  angle: eye & centre screen < 15 deg @ prime seating position | angle: eye & top screen < 15 deg @ all seating positions angle: eye & centre screen < 15 deg @ prime seating position
  angle: eye & bottom screen < 15 deg @ all seating positions | aspect ratio: constant image height or constant image area aspect ratio: constant image height
Sightline Unobstructed from all seats Unobstructed from all seats
Brightness 27 ft Lambert (2D) |  brightness uniformity > 90% @ all seating positions >18 ft Lambert (2D)   | brightness uniformity > 80% @ all seating positions
Colorimetry matching source content matching source content
Contrast > 500:1 intra-screen (ANSI) | > 2000:1 sequential (full black & white pattern) > 300:1 intra-screen (ANSI) | > 1200:1 sequential (full black & white pattern)
  
AUDIO  
Loudness all speakers peak SPL >= 105 dB @ all seating position | all subwoofers peak SPL >= 115 dB @ prime seating position  LCR peak SPL >= 105 dB @ prime seating position | all subwoofers peak SPL >= 115 dB @ prime seating position 
Dispersion horizontal - uniform coverage to all seating positions | vertical - uniform coverage to all seating positions horizontal - uniform coverage to all seating positions | vertical - uniform coverage to all seating positions
Number speakers 11.1 or greater 7.1 or greater
Layout speakers for 11.1 - Dolby ATMOS residential guidelines apply for higher than 11.1 - determined by capabilities of DSP system ITU-R BS 775-3
Number of subwoofers even number of subwoofers and >=4 even number of subwoofers and >=2
Layout subwoofers maximise uniform frequency response maximise uniform frequency response
  
ACOUSTICS  
Isolation isolated from the rest of the property | background noise < NC20 | sound reduction >= 30dB background noise < NC30
Process needs a structured process based on established guidelines needs a structured process based on established guidelines
Acoustics treated for optimal sound address: resonance, reverberation and reflection treated for optimal sound address: resonance, reverberation and reflection
Resonance treated using diaphragmatic absorbers applied to room boundaries 
Reverberation treated using kinetic absorbers applied to room boundaries 
Reflection treated using scattering panels applied to the room boundaries treated using scattering panels or absorption applied to the room boundaries
Decay time Rettinger decay time + 20% 
  
CONTROL  
Interface backlit remote and touch screen controlling all backlit remote and touch screen controlling all
Video formats 1 button control  adjust for source format 1 button control  adjust for source format
Audio formats list to control  adjust for source format list to control  adjust for source format
  
LIGHTING  
Dimming yes yes
Circuits >= 6 circuits >= 4 circuits
Features lit entrance, stairs, walls, ceiling entrance, stairs, walls, ceiling
Scenes movie,entry,sports,cleaning,pause,games movie,entry,sports,cleaning,pause,games
  
BUILD  
Baffle wall yes, speakers hidden yes, speakers hidden
Side walls speakers are not fixed to the structural wall speakers are not fixed to the structural wall
Back wall speakers are not fixed to the structural wall speakers are not fixed to the structural wall
Floor speakers are not fixed to the structural wall speakers are not fixed to the structural wall
Ceiling speakers are not fixed to the structural wall speakers are not fixed to the structural wall
Door acoustic door 
  
DESIGN  
Personalization full custom unique design personalization of a proven design concept
Treatment floor+walls+ceiling choice and use of materials as a result of a holistic approach where form follows function choice and use of materials as a result of a holistic approach where form follows function
  
EXTRA  
Testing > 1000 hours in full configuration > 1000 hours in full configuration
Documentation full set of documentation full set of documentation
Sources DCI content, bluray/HD video server, hd settop box, gaming console bluray/HD video server, hd settop box, gaming console
Form follows function yes (first tech design spec, then aesthetical design & build spec) yes (first tech design spec, then aesthetical design & build spec)

CINEMA SPECIFICATION GUIDELINES
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EXCITE YOUR SENSES

YOU DESERVE THE BEST...
...NOTHING LESS

Book your private screening : 
ww.ice-cinema.com 



Book your private screening : 
ww.ice-cinema.com 


